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Abstract:
We propose a framework of conditional term rewriting systems equipped with meta-
computation supported by basic mechanisms called meta-transformation and base-
transformation. The arguments of a redex, the current set of meta-conditional rewrite
rules and the four stacks of the reduction machine are considered as meta-level objects
in our system, and by the meta-transformation they are transformed into base-level ob-
jects. The base-transformation transforms base-level objects called meta-representation
into meta-level objects.
1 Introduction
Meta-computation is a computational mechanism that
allows computational systems to read and modify meta-
information. Implementing meta-computation in high-
level languages enables us to access meta-level with high-
abstract interface. In recent years this notion can be found
in several fields of computer science and artificial intelli-
gence. In particular, in the field of intelligent systems
meta-computation is often called meta-inference and plays
an important role in designing complex systems.
In this paper we present a framework of conditional
term rewriting systems equipped with meta-computation.
Conditional term rewriting systems arise naturally in the
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}_{1}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ specification of abstract data types. They are
also important for integrating the functional and logic
programming paradigms, and provide a natural compu-
tational mechanism for this integration. A conditional
term rewriting systems (abbreviated as CTRS) is a set of
conditional rewrite rules. Every conditional rewrite rule
has tlle form $earrow e’$ $if$ $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $\ldots,$ $i_{n}=t_{n}’$ with terms
$e,$ $e’,$ $t_{1},$ $t_{1}’$ , . . . , $t_{n}$ and $t_{n}’$ . Depending on the interpre-
tation of the equality sign in the conditions of the rewrite
rules, different rewrite relations can be associated with a
given CTRS. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the
following interpretation. In a join CTRS $R$ the equality
sign in the conditions of the rewrite rules is interpreted
as joinability. Formally, $sarrow s’$ if and only if there exist a
rewrite rule $earrow e’$ if $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $\ldots,$ $t_{n}=t_{n}’\in R$ , a substi-
tution $\theta$ , a context $C[]$ such that $s\equiv C[e\theta],$ $s’\equiv C[e’\theta 1$ ,
and $t_{1}\theta\downarrow Rt_{1}’.\theta$ for all $i\in\{1$ , . . . , $n\}$ , where the symbol
$\downarrow$ denotes the joinability, i.e., $s\downarrow t$ if and only if there
exists a term $u$ such that $sarrow*u$ A $tarrow*u(arrow*\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ the
reflexive-transitive closure of $arrow$ ). The context $C[]$ and
system $R$ in this definition are not the subject of com-
putation in conditional term rewriting systems; they are
meta-level objects existing in the interpreter level. For
some substitution $\theta$ , the value $x\theta$ on a variable $x$ is a
term but, in general, is considered as a part of program,
and the user program does not consider it as data. Thus
$x\theta$ is also thought as meta-level objects. On the other
hand, in our system terms which consist of only construc-
tors are considered as data. We have meta-transformation
which transforms meta-level objects into data, and $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}s$e-
transformation which transforms data into meta-level ob-
jects and changes the execution environment of the sys-
tem.
In our system, there are four stacks: the subject term
stack $T$ , the candidate rewrite stack $D$ , the context stack
$X$ and the phase stack $P$. These stacks define a part of
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computation state, and play important role in executing
meta-computation in conditional term rewriting systems.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect.2 we
briefly describe the specification of our system. We define
the syntax, the operational semantics, and two basic facil-
ities –meta-transformation and base-transformation. In
Sect.3, we define meta-representation of terms, contexts,
programs and stacks. In Sect.4, we give some applica-
tions of our system. Efficient implementation of meta-
transformation is presented in Sect.5. $\ln$ Sect.6 we briefly
discuss further research topics.
2 Specification
2.1 Syntax
Let $\mathcal{F}$ be a set of function symbols, and $\mathcal{V}$ be a countably
infinite set of variables, satisfying $F\cap \mathcal{V}=\emptyset$ . Every $F\in F$
is associated with a natural number denoting its arity.
Function symbols of arity $0$ are called constants. The set
of terms is denoted by $\mathcal{T}(\mathcal{F}, V)$ , or simply by $\mathcal{T}$ .
We introduce the following syntax to invoke meta-
computation. If $t,$ $z$ are terms, then the $t$ : $z$ is a meta-
computational expression. Meta-computational expres-
sions are not considered as terms, because they are not
objects to be rewritten. They can appear only in left,
hand sides or $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}_{1}\mathrm{t}$ -hand sides of rewrite rules; namely
they work only as a part of program, not as data. An ex-
pression is either a term or a meta-computational expres-
sion. An object of the form $earrow e’ift_{1}=t_{1’\cdots,n}’t_{n}=t’$
is called a meta-conditional rewrite rule if $e$ and $e’$ are ex-
pressions and $t_{1},$ $t_{1}’,$ $\ldots,$ $t_{n}$ and $t_{n}’$ are terms. The objects
$e,$ $e’,$ $(t_{1}=t_{1’\cdots,n}’\iota=t_{n}’)$ are called the left-hand side,
the right-hand side and the condition, respectively. Every
meta-conditional rewrite rule is subject to the following
two constraints:
1) the left-hand side $e$ is not a variable,
2) variables which occur in the right-hand side $e’$ and
the condition $(i_{1}=t_{1}’, \ldots,t_{n}=t_{n}’)$ also occur in $e$ .
In this paper, conditional term rewriting systems are often
called programs.
Meta-conditional rewrite rules may be classified into
four types depending upon whether the left-hand side or
$\mathrm{t}1_{1}\mathrm{e}$ right-hand side is a term or a meta-computational ex-
pression. As we shall see later in the next subsection, the
meta-conditional rewrite rules whose left-hand sides are
meta-computational expressions invoke a special opera-
tion of meta-computation called the meta-transformation.
Similarly, the rules whose right-hand sides are meta-
computational expressions invoke a special operation of
meta-computation called the base-transformation.
2.2 Meta-transformation and
Base-transformation
Extending the operational semantics of the ordinary
reduction relation, our system defines two trariforma-
tion primitives called meta-transformation and base-
transformation. Meta-transformation transforms meta-
level objects into base-level objects. The current program
and the contents of the four stacks $(T, D, X, P)$ consti-
tute the current state of the computation. When meta-
transformation is invoked by a rule whose left-hand side
is a meta-computational expression, meta-level objects of
the current state are transformed into data which are ac-
.cessible by the user program. These data are called meta-
representation of the state. $term^{\wedge},$ $context^{\wedge},$ $ru\iota_{eS}\wedge$ ,
$Tstack^{\wedge},$ $DStaCk^{\wedge},$ $xstack^{\wedge},$ $Pstack\wedge$ are functions which
transform terms, programs, the subject term stack, the
candidate rewrite rules stack, the context stack and the
phase stack, respectively, into constructor terms.
Base-transformation is the inverse of the meta-
transformation, in which $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}s\mathrm{e}\prime \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$ objects are trans-
formed back into the corresponding meta-level objects.
This transformation is invoked by a rule whose right-
hand side is a meta-computational expression. Note
that this transformation is not defined when the meta-
representation is not valid data. $termCon,text^{\vee},$ $rules^{\mathrm{v}}$ ,
Tstackv, $DstaCk\vee$ , Xstack$,$ $PstaCk\vee$ are the inverse of
the foregoing functions, i.e., they transform constructor
terms into terms, contexts, programs, the subject term
stack, the candidate rewrite rules stack, the context stack
and the phase stack, respectively.
2.3 Reduction
A state of the reduction machine is the tuple
$(T, D, X, P, \mathcal{R})$ of four stacks and a program: the
subject term stack $T$, the candidate rewrite rules stack
$D$ , the context stack $X$ , the phase stack P. and program
$\mathcal{R}$ We use notation $S[t_{\mathit{0}}p]$ to denote the top element of
stack $S$, and notation $S1top-i$] to denote the i-th ele-
ment counted from the top element of stack S. $\tau[t_{\mathit{0}}p1$
on the subject term stack is called the current subject
term. An element of the candidate rewrite rules stack
$D$ is a list of rewrite rules representing $\mathcal{R}_{to\mathrm{p}}(s)$ with
$s=T[top]$ such that $\mathcal{R}_{mat}(S)\subseteq \mathcal{R}_{top}(s)\subseteq \mathcal{R}$ , where
$\mathcal{R}_{mat}(S)=\{earrow e’$ if $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $\ldots,t_{n}=t_{n}’\in \mathcal{R}|n\geq$
$0,$ $\exists\theta,$ $s\equiv e\theta\}$ . The first element of $D[t_{\mathit{0}}p1$ is called a
current candidate rewrite rule. The phase stack $P$ is a
stack of objects called phases. There are seven phases,
which are :getrules, :match, :move, $:eq?$ , :eval, :replace
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}:ha\iota_{t}$.
Computation in our system is defined by the reduction
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\Rightarrow \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$the set of states. In our system, the reduc-
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Table 1 Primitive functions
tion is executed using the leftmost-outmost strategy. $\Rightarrow$
has the following twenty operation steps.
We explain each operation step. For convenience, let
$s=T[top]$ , and the operation of pushing the empty list $()$
on the candidate rewrite rules stack $D$ is called initializa-
tion of $D$ , and that of pushing $\square$ on the context stack $X$ is
called initialization of $X$ . Fhrthermore, we have a special
Lisp-like syntax for $1^{\backslash }\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ lists.
$()\equiv \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}$
(X . Y) $\equiv \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}[x,\mathrm{Y}]$
(X Y... $Z$ )
$\equiv$ ( $X$ . $(Y$ . (... . $(Z$ . nil)...)))
The Table 1 shows the primitive functions needed to
explain the operation steps.
2.3.1 :Getrules Phase
Get-rules is the only operation step executable at the
:getrules phase. In this step, the candidate rewrite rules
stack $D$ gets as $D$ [top] a list of the candidate rewrite rules









There are eight operation steps on $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:match$ . In these
eight steps, the current subject term $\epsilon$ is matched to
the left-hand side $e$ of the current candidate rewrite rule
first$(D[top1)=earrow e’$ if $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $\ldots,$ $t_{n}=t_{n}’$ $(n\geq 0)$ .
If $e$ is a meta-computational expression $t$ : $z$ , then the
meta-matching procedure is invoked. It checks to see if






if $\mathrm{R}[r]\in z$ , then $rules(\wedge \mathcal{R})=r\theta$ ,
if $\mathrm{T}[a]\in z$ , then $TstaCk\wedge(T)=a\theta$ ,
if $\mathrm{D}[d]\in z$ , then $D_{Sta}ck^{\wedge}(D)=d\theta$,
if $\mathrm{X}[X]\in z$ , then $Xstack^{\wedge}(X)=x\theta$,
if $\mathrm{P}[p]\in z$ , then $PstaCk^{\wedge}(P)=p\theta$ .
where $T[top]=F[s_{1}, \ldots, s_{i}]$ , a meta-conditional rewrite
rule first$(D1^{top}])=t:zarrow e’$ if $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $\ldots$ , $t_{n}=t_{n}’$ $\in$
$\mathcal{R}$ , and $\mathrm{T},$ $\mathrm{D},$ $\mathrm{X},$ $\mathrm{P}$ are the primitive function symbols,








The no-matching step is executed when there exists
no substitution $\theta$ satisfying $s\equiv e\theta$ . In the no-matching
step, the current candidate rewrite rule $r$ is removed from
$D[top]=$ $(r$ ... $)$ .
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{o}-\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}-\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ .
$\frac{D[to_{\mathrm{P}1}=(r.),P[top]--\cdot mat\mathrm{c}h}{(T,D,\mathrm{x},P)\Rightarrow(T,remove(D),\mathrm{x},P)}$
with $lh\epsilon(r)\not\in \mathcal{T}$ , $\beta\theta$ satisfying the mata-matching condition.
$\Xi^{T}s$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{X}c$
$\mathrm{H}^{\epsilon}\Downarrow$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\Downarrow}c$
The no-meta-matching step is executed when there ex-
ists no substitution $\theta$ satisfying the meta-matching condi-
tion. In the no-meta-matching step, the current candidate
rewrite rule $r$ is removed from $D1^{top}1=$ $(r$ . . . $)$ .
Matching-success(conditional)
$D[top]=$ $(r )$ , $P1^{to_{\mathrm{P}}}]=$ match
( $T,$ $D,$ $X,$ $P\rangle\Rightarrow$ ( push$(g, T),$ $pu\epsilon h((), D),$ $push(c, X)$ ,
push$(\cdot getrules, pu\epsilon h(\cdot rep\iota_{aC}e(\theta), \mathrm{p}op(P)))$ $)$
with $n>0,$ $\epsilon’=e\prime q[t_{1}\theta, t_{1}’\theta],$ $s\equiv e\theta$ ,
$r=ec=(0arrow e\mathrm{e}:ft1q[t_{2}\theta,t\theta]2’=t.\prime 1.’.\cdot e’ q[t_{n}\theta,t^{J}’\theta 1t_{n}=t\prime nn)e.\in\tau$
$\Xi^{s}T$
If the current candidate rewrite rule was success-
fully matched with a meta-conditional rewrite rule
$earrow e$
’
if $t_{1}=t_{1}’,$ $t_{2}=t_{2}’,$ $\ldots,t_{n}=t_{n}’(n>0)$ , then
the matching-success(conditional) step is executed. The
condition $t_{i}\theta=t_{i}’\theta$ is encoded as the term $eq[t_{i}\theta, t_{i}’\theta]$ .
The first condition $eq[t_{1}\theta, t_{1}’\theta]$ will be pushed on the
subject term stack $T$ . The context which represents
from second through n-th conditions are $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\dot{\mathrm{d}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ as
$(\square eq[i_{2}\theta, t_{2}’\theta] ... eq[t_{n}\theta, t_{n}’\theta])$ , and will be pushed
on tlle context stack $X$ . The stack $D$ is initialized. After
the $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:match$ is changed to the $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:}rep\iota_{a}ce(\theta)$, the
phase:getrules is pushed on $P$ .
Meta-matching-success(conditional) .
$D[top]=$ $(\mathrm{r}$ . . . $)$ , $P[top]=$ :match
$(T, D, X, P)\Rightarrow$ ( push$(S’ , T),$ $puSh((), D)$ , push$(C,$ $X\rangle$ ,
push$(:getru\iota e\theta, \mathrm{p}ush(\cdot fep^{[c}ae(\theta), \mathrm{p}o\mathrm{p}(P)))$ $)$
with $n>0$ , $s’=,\mathrm{e}q[t_{1}\theta, t_{1}’\theta]$ ,
$r=t$ : $zarrow \mathrm{e}$ $\dot{*}ft_{1}=t_{1}’$ , . . . , $t_{n}=t_{n}’$ ,
$\exists\theta$ satisfying the mata-matching condition,
$c=$ $(\mathrm{O}eq[t_{2}\theta, t_{2}’\theta] . . . eq1^{t_{n}}\theta, t_{n}^{l}\theta])$.
$\mathrm{S}^{s}T$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{X}c$
$:matcPh$
The meta-matching-success(conditional) step is exe-
cuted when there exists a substitution $\theta$ satisfying
the meta-matching condition and the current candidate
rewrite rule is a meta-conditional rewrite rule. The oper-





with $lh_{\theta}(r)\in \mathcal{T},$ $\epsilon\equiv lh_{S}(r)\theta$ .
$\Xi^{s}T$
$\mathrm{H}^{\epsilon}\Downarrow$
If the current candidate rewrite rule was success-
fully matched with an unconditional rewrite rule $earrow e’$ ,
then the matching-success(unconditional) step is exe-
cuted. The phase changes $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}:match\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}:rep\iota_{a}ce(\theta)$ with




with $lhs(r)\not\in \mathcal{T}$ , $\exists\theta$ satisfying the mata-matching condition.
$\mathrm{S}^{s}T$
$\mathrm{H}^{s}\Downarrow$
The meta-matching-success(unconditional) step is exe-
cuted when there exists a substitution $\theta$ satisfing the meta-
matching condition and the current candidate rewrite rule
is an unconditional rewrite rule. The phase changes from
:match to :replace $(\theta)$ with the substitution $\theta$ satisfying
the meta-matching condition.
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}-\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}$( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ term) :
$\underline{\epsilon=F1s1,\ldots,s_{1}],D[top]=(),P[top]=\cdot mat_{C}h}$
$(T, D, X, P)\Rightarrow$ ( push$(s1, pop(T))$ , $D$ ,
push$(C[F[\mathrm{O}, \ldots , s:]], pop(x))$ ,
push$(.get\prime uleS, \mathrm{p}op(P))$ $)$
with $:>0,$ $x[t\circ p]=C1]$ .
The matching-fail( $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{d}$ term) step is executed
when there are no candidate rewrite rules $(D[t_{\mathit{0}}p]$ $=$
$())$ and the current subject $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$.rm is a compound term
$F[s_{1}, \ldots, s_{i}](i>0)$ . The first argument $s_{1}$ of the com-
pound term will become the new current subject term, and
the remainder parts of the compound term will be embed-
ded in the context $C[F1\square , \ldots, s:]]$ . The phase changes
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}:mat_{C}h$ to:getrules.
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}:\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$-fail( $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}8\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ or variable) .
$\frac{D[top1=(),P[to_{\mathrm{P}}]=.match}{(T,D,X_{1}P)\Rightarrow(T,D,x,\mathrm{P}^{u}sh(\cdot move,pop(P)))}.$
.
with $s\in F,$ $arity(s)=0$ or $s\in V$ .
$\mathrm{B}^{T}\epsilon$ $\mathrm{s}^{D}()$ $\Phi^{X}c$
$\mathrm{H}^{\epsilon}\Downarrow$ $\Phi^{\Downarrow}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\Downarrow}c$
The matching-fail($\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ or variable) step is executed
when there are no candidate rewrite rules $(D1^{t}op]= ())$
and the current subject term is a constant or a variable.
The $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:match$ is changed $\mathrm{t}_{0:}move$ .
2.3.3 :Move Phase
There are four operation steps on $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:move$ .
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{V}arrow \mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t})$ :
$\underline{X}$[top] $=c\mathrm{f}^{F}[. . , 0, t, \ldots]]$ , $P[top]=$ move$(T, D, X, P)\Rightarrow$ ( push$(t, pop(T))$ , $D$ ,




The move-context(right) step is the operation that
changes the current subject term $s$ from the i-th to the
$(i+1)$-th argument of the compound term. The phase
changes $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}:move$ to:getrules.
Move-context(up) :
$\underline{xx[1tt\circ\circ pp]1=c1^{F}1\cdots,\mathrm{O}]1,P[t\circ p]=\cdot move}$
$(T, D, X, P)\Rightarrow$ $($ $pu\epsilon h(F[\ldots , s], pop(T))$ , $D$ ,
push$(C[], pop(x))$ , push$(:eq?, pop(P))$ $)$
$\mathrm{H}^{P}move$
$\mathrm{B}^{eq?}\Downarrow$
If the context is $C[F[\ldots, \square ]]$ and the last arguments of
the compound term is the current subject term, then the
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new current subject term will be $F[\ldots, s]$ and the new
context will be $C[]$ . This operation is called the move-
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{t}(-\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p})$ step. The phase changes $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}:eq?$ .
$\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}- \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{f}\circ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\circ \mathrm{n}$ :




$\Downarrow$ $\Downarrow$ $\Downarrow$ $\Downarrow$
$\mathrm{H}^{D}\mathrm{H}^{X}\mathrm{H}^{P}$
The base-transformation step is executed when the sub-
ject term is a normal form whose root symbol is the distin-
guished constructor $H$ . It changes the stacks $T,$ $D,$ $X,$ $P$
and the program $\mathcal{R}$ to $T’,$ $D’,$ $X’,$ $P’,$ $\mathcal{R}’$ as follows:
$\{$
$R’$ : if $(\mathrm{R}\ldots)\in z$ , then $ruleS^{\vee}((\mathrm{R}\ldots))$ ,
else $\mathcal{R}$ .
$T’$ : if $(\mathrm{T}\ldots)\in z$ , then Tstack $((\mathrm{T}\ldots))$ ,
else $T$.
$D’$ : if $(\mathrm{D}\ldots)\in z$ , then $DstaCk^{\vee}((\mathrm{D}\ldots))$,
else $D$ .
$X’$ : if $(\mathrm{X}\ldots)\in z$ , then Xstack $((\mathrm{X}\ldots))$ ,
else $X$ .
$P’$ : if $(\mathrm{P}\ldots)\in z$ , then $P_{Sba}Ck\mathrm{v}((\mathrm{p}\ldots))$ ,
else $P$ .
where $\mathrm{R},\mathrm{T}$,D,X,P are the distinguished constructors. This
is the only step tllat can change the program $\mathcal{R}$ .
Halt .
$\frac{X[top]=0,P1top]=.m\circ v\mathrm{e}}{(T,D,X,P)\Rightarrow(\tau,D,x,push(\cdot ha\iota t,p\circ \mathrm{p}(P)))}$
.
with $s\not\equiv H\iota\ldots$ ].
$-$
$\mathrm{H}^{TDXP}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{H}$
$\Xi^{\mathit{8}}\Downarrow$ $\Xi^{\Downarrow}($ $\mathrm{S}^{0}\Downarrow$ $\mathrm{g}^{\Downarrow}halt$
If there exists no candidate rewrite rules for the current
subject term $s$ and the context $X[t_{\mathit{0}}p]$ is $\square$ , then the com-
putation terminates. The current subject term $s$ is the
normal form. The $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:move$ is changed $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}:ha\iota t$.
2.3.4 $:\mathrm{E}\mathrm{q}$? Phase
There are two operation steps on $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathfrak{Z}\mathrm{e}:eq?$ , that is, the
judge-condition-success step and the judge-condition-fail
step. In this phase, it is checked whether or not the root




The $\mathrm{j}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}- \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$-success step is executed when the




with $F\neq eq$ .
$\mathrm{F}^{T}F$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{D}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{X}c$ $\mathrm{B}^{P}eq$?
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\Downarrow}F$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\Downarrow}$ $\mathrm{F}^{\Downarrow}c$ $\mathrm{H}^{\Downarrow}move$
In the $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}- \mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ fail step, the pllase $:eq$? is
changed $\mathrm{t}_{0:}move$ , it tries to move context again.
2.3.5 :Eval Phase
There are three operation steps on $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:eva\iota$ for condi-
tion evaluation.
As we have mentioned before, in the matching-
success(conditional) step, term $eq[t_{i}\theta, t_{i}^{J}\theta]$ is pushed as
$\tau 1^{top}]$ . This term is rewritten $eq[u, u]’$ , such that
$t_{i}\thetaarrow \mathcal{R}^{u}*$ , $t_{i}’\thetaarrow \mathcal{R}*u$ ’($u,$ $u$ ’ are the normal form). If
$u\equiv u$ , then the term $eq[u, u]’$ is removed from $\tau[t_{\mathit{0}}p1$
and the term $eq[t_{i+1}\theta, t_{i+1}’\theta]$ taken from $x1^{top}$] will be
the new current subject term. This operation is called
the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}- \mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ -continuance step. If $X$ [top] is $(\square )$
and for this reason the next current subject term cannot
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be taken from the context, then the condition-evaluation-
success step is executed. If $u\not\equiv u’$ , then the condition-
evaluation-fail step is executed.
$T$
$\mathrm{e}qu,$ $u$




11 $u1\mathrm{S}$ not equal to $u$ $\mathrm{m}$ the current $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}_{\check{\mathrm{J}}^{\mathrm{e}}}\mathbb{C}\mathrm{t}$ term
$eq$, then the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}-}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}1_{0}\mathrm{n}$ -fail step is exe-
cuted. After the top elements of the stacks are removed,
the first element $r$ of the list $(r$ . . . $)$ will be removed. The
phases $P[top]=:eval$ and $\tau 1^{t_{\mathit{0}}p}-1$] $=:rep\iota ace(\theta)$ will be
popped up, and the $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}:match$ will be pushed on $P$ .
If all conditions of the meta-conditional rewrite rule
evaluate to true, then the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}- \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}$
step is executed. The top elements of the stacks are re-
moved.
$\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{e}\infty 1\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$-continuance :
$, \frac{S_{-eq}^{-}[u,u1\mathrm{x}[t_{\mathit{0}}\mathrm{p}]=(\mathrm{o}t..),P1t\circ \mathrm{p}]--.eva\iota}{(T,D,X,P)\Rightarrow(pu\epsilon h(t,p\mathrm{o}p(\tau)),D_{1}}$
.
push$((\mathrm{o} . . ), p_{\mathit{0}}\mathrm{p}(X))$ ,
push$(\cdot match, pop(P)\rangle$ $)$
2.3.6 :Replace Phase
The replace step and the meta-replace step are executable
at $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}:replaCe$ phase.
Replace:
$D[t\circ \mathrm{p}]=$ $(r$ .. . $)$ , $P[t\mathrm{o}p\iota=:re\rho laCe(\theta \mathrm{I}$
$(T, D, X, P)\Rightarrow$ $($ $pu\epsilon h(C[\mathrm{e}’\theta 1, pop(\tau)),$ $pu\epsilon h((), po\mathrm{p}(D\rangle)$ ,
push$(\mathrm{o}, \mathrm{p}op(X)),$ $pu\epsilon h(\cdot \mathit{9}^{et}ru\mathrm{t}e\epsilon, \mathrm{p}op(P))$ $)$
with $\mathrm{r}hs(r)=e’\in T,$ $X[t_{0}p]=C\iota]$ .
$\mathrm{S}^{\mathit{8}}T$
If the current subject term is $eq[u, u]$ and the un-
evaluated conditions exist, then the condition-evaluation-
continuance step is executed. The current subject term
$eq[u, u]$ is removed and replaced by the term $t$ taken from
the context $X$ [top] $=C[$( $\square t$ . ..) $]$ . The new $x1^{top}$] will





pop$(\mathrm{x})$ , push$(:mat_{\mathrm{C}}h, po\mathrm{p}(\mathrm{p}_{\mathit{0}}\mathrm{P}(p)))$ $)$
In the replace step, the current subject term will become
$c1^{e}\theta 1’$ , and the stacks $D$ and $X$ are initialized. The phase
changes to:getrules.
Meta-replace .
$D[to_{\mathrm{P}}]=$ $(r$ . . . $)$ , $P[top]=re_{\mathrm{P}^{la}\mathrm{C}}e(\theta)$
$\overline{(\tau,D_{1}X,P)\Rightarrow(\mathrm{P}u\delta h(H1^{t}\prime\theta Z’\theta]|’ \mathrm{P}o\rho(T)),}$
$\mathrm{p}u\epsilon h((), po\mathrm{P}(D))$ , push$(\mathrm{o}, p_{\mathit{0}}p(X))$ ,
$pu\epsilon h(:g\mathrm{e}t\mathrm{r}u\iota eS, pop(P))$ $)$
with $\mathrm{r}h\epsilon(r)=t’$ : $z’\not\in \mathcal{T}$ .
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In the meta-replace step, the current subject term will
become $H1^{t’}\theta,$ $z’\theta$], and the stacks $D$ and $X$ are initialized.
$H$ is the primitive function symbol of arity 2.
$\equiv \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{X}\mathrm{t}[\mathrm{F}’$ , $(term^{\wedge}\mathrm{t}t:_{-}1)\ldots term^{\mathrm{A}}(t_{1}))$ .
$(term^{\wedge}(t:+1)\ldots te\gamma m^{\wedge}(t\hslash))$ .
$\infty nt\mathrm{e}xt\wedge(c[])]$
3 Meta-representation
3.1 Syntax of the Implementation
In our implementation, we use the following syntax:. A rewrite rule is written as $e=e’$ $if$ $t_{1}=t_{1}’$ ,
.. ., $t_{n}=t_{n}’$ , using the equality sign $=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}$ of the
arrow $arrow$ .. A variable name begins with a question mark ?.. Arguments of a term are surrounded by square brack-
ets. The set $F$ of function symbols are divided into
operators $\mathcal{F}_{D}$ and constructors $F_{C}$ . When $\mathrm{F}$ is a con-
stant operator, the corresponding term is written as
$\mathrm{F}$ $[]$ . When $\mathrm{F}$ is a constant constructor, the corre-
sponding term is written as F.
3.2 Meta-representation of Terms
We assume the existence of a unique constructor con-
stant $\mathrm{F}’\in F_{C}$ for each function symbol $\mathrm{F}\in \mathcal{F}$. This makes
it possible to represent function symbols as terms (in the
meta-level). In particular, if $\mathrm{F}$ is a constructor constant,
we define $\mathrm{F}’\equiv \mathrm{F}$. In our system, both $\mathrm{F}$ and $\mathrm{F}$ ’ are denoted
by F.
The functions for meta-transformation and base-
transformation are defined as follows:
$term^{\wedge}(?_{\mathrm{X}})\equiv$ var $[\mathrm{x}]$ , when $?\mathrm{x}\in V$
$term^{\wedge}(\mathrm{c})\equiv \mathrm{c}$ , when $\mathrm{c}\in \mathcal{F}c,$ $arity(\mathrm{c})=0$
$term^{\wedge}(\mathrm{F}[t_{1}, \ldots, t_{n}])\equiv(\mathrm{F}’ term^{\wedge}(t_{1})... term^{\wedge}(t_{n}))$ ,
when arity$(\mathrm{F})>0$ or
arity$(\mathrm{F})=0\wedge \mathrm{F}\in.F_{D}$
$term^{\vee}(\mathrm{V}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}[\mathrm{x}])\equiv?\mathrm{x}$, when $\mathrm{x}\in \mathcal{F}c$
$term(\mathrm{C})\equiv \mathrm{c}$ , when $\mathrm{c}\in Fc$
$term^{\vee}$ $((\mathrm{F}’ t_{1} ... t_{n}))\equiv \mathrm{F}[term^{\vee}(t_{1}),\ldots,term(\mathrm{v}tn)]$ ,
when $\mathrm{F}’\in \mathcal{F}c$
where var is the distinguished constructor for this pur-
pose.
3.3 Meta-representation of Contexts
In our system, the meta-representation of contexts is
defined as follows:
$context\wedge(\square )\equiv \mathrm{h}\circ 1\mathrm{e}$
ContextA $(c[\mathrm{F}[t1, \ldots , t_{:-1}, \square , t.+1, \ldots , t_{n}]])$
where hole and context are the distinguished construc-
tors for this purpose and $\mathrm{F}$ ’ is the meta-representation of
F.
Furthermore, we give the following definition for base-
transformation of contexts.
$context^{\vee}(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e})=\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$
$conteXt^{\vee}(\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}6\mathrm{x}\mathrm{t}[F’, (t:-1 ... t_{1}). (t_{+1}. ... t_{\mathfrak{n}}) , uc])$
$=C[F$ [term (v $t_{1}$ ), $\ldots$ , term (v $t$: ),
$term^{\vee}(t_{+}.1),$
$\ldots$ , termv $(t_{n})]]$
where $C[]=context\mathrm{v}(uc)$ .
3.4 Meta-representation of Programs
We define the meta-representation $rules^{\wedge}(R)$ of a pro-
gram (a set of rewrite rules) $R=\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{n}\}$ as follows:
$ruleS^{\vee}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}1)=\{\}$
$ruleS\wedge(\{r_{1}, \ldots,r_{\hslash}\})\equiv(ru\iota e^{\mathrm{A}}(\Gamma_{1})\ldots rule^{\wedge}(rn\rangle)$
$rule^{\wedge}$ ( $earrow e’$ if $t_{1}=t’1,$ $\ldots,tn=t_{n}’.$ )
$\equiv \mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}[exp\Gamma^{\wedge}(e),expr(\wedge e’)$,
condits $(\{t_{1}=t_{1}’, \ldots ,t_{n}=t_{n}’\})]$
$expr^{\wedge}(t)\equiv term(\mathrm{A}t)$ , if $t\in \mathcal{T}$





where $rule^{\wedge},$ $expr^{\wedge},$ $conditsCond\wedge,it\wedge \mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ auxiliary func-
tions to get meta-representation of a rewrite rule, an ex-
pression, conditions and a condition, respectively, and
rule, meta-trans, condit are the distinguished construc-
tors.
We represent the inverse of the above functions as fol-
lows:
$rules^{\vee}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l})=\{1$
$\gamma ules^{\mathrm{v}}((r. rs))=\{ru\iota e^{\vee}(r)\}\cup ruleS^{\vee}(rS)$
$ru\iota_{e^{\mathrm{v}}}$ (rule $[e,e’$ , nil) $])=expr^{\vee}(e)arrow expr^{\mathrm{v}}(e’)$
$rule^{\vee}(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}[e,e^{\mathrm{t}}, (d . ds)])$
$=expr^{\vee}(e)arrow expr^{\vee}(e’)$ if condits $((d. ds))$
$expr^{\vee}(t)=term^{\vee}(t)$
when $t\not\equiv \mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}$ -trans $[$ . . ., . .. , . .. $]$
$expr^{\vee}$ (meta-trans $[t,z]$ ) $=term^{\vee}(t):term^{\vee}(Z)$
$condit_{S^{\mathrm{v}}}(\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l})=$ $\{\}$
condits $((d. ds))=$ {condit $(d)$ } $\cup condit_{S^{\vee}(S}d)$
$condit$ ($\vee \mathrm{c}\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ it $[t,t’]$ ) $=\{term^{\vee}(t)=term^{\vee}(t’)\}$
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3.5 Meta-representation of Stacks




$Xstack\wedge(X)\equiv$ ( $\mathrm{X}$ context $(c_{1})\ldots$ context $(Cn)$ )
$Pstack^{\wedge}(P)\equiv(\mathrm{P}term^{\wedge}(p1)\ldots term(\wedge p_{n}))$
the system. For example, binding the value 5 to $\mathrm{x}$ is sim-
ulated by adding the rule $\mathrm{x}=5$ to the set of rewrite rules,
where $\mathrm{x}$ is treated as an atom. In this way, our system can
simply simulate ATRS by using the mechanism for.adding
and removing rewrite rules.
Another application is $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}’ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}4$ ] approach to object-
oriented rewriting. A typical problem that often occurs
within algebraic specifications is like the following one:
where the depth of each stack is $n$ , the elements of each








and $\mathrm{T},$ $\mathrm{D},$ $\mathrm{X},$ $\mathrm{P}$ are the distinguished constructors.
We represent the inverse of the above functions as fol-
lows:
$TstaCk\vee($ ( $\mathrm{T}\partial_{1}’$ ... $s_{n}’$ ) $)=push(term(\mathrm{v}S_{1}’),$ $\mathrm{p}ush(\ldots$ ,
push($term^{\vee}(S’)n$ ’ empty-Tstack).. .))
Dstackv $($ ( $\mathrm{D}d_{1}’$ ... $d_{\mathfrak{n}}’$ ) $)=push(ru\iota es^{\vee}(d\prime 1),$ $push(\ldots$ ,
push( $ru\iota eS^{\mathrm{v}}$ ( $d_{n}’$ ), empty-Dstack). ..))
Xstack $($ ( $\mathrm{x}\mathrm{c}_{1}’$ ... $c_{n}’$ ) $)=push(\mathrm{C}ontext^{\mathrm{v}}(c_{1})1,$ $push(\ldots$ ,
push(context $(c’)n$ ’ empty-Xsta$\mathrm{c}k$ ) $\ldots))$
$Pstack^{\vee}($ ( $\mathrm{P}p_{1}’$ ... $p_{n}’$ ) $)=push(term(\mathrm{v})p’1,$ $push(\ldots$ ,
push($term^{\vee}(\mathrm{p}’n)$ , empty-Pstack). . .))
where $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{k},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{C}}.$, represent the empty stacks.
4 Applications
One can think of several applications of our system to
the rewrite systems development.
For example, it can be applied to the development of
the membership-conditional term rewriting $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$] $[2]$
(abbreviated as MCTRS), in which each rewrite rule can
have membership conditions which restrict the substitu-
tion values for the variables occurring in the rule. Since
membership conditions need meta-level information which
cannot be described in ordinary conditional rewrite rules,
they have traditionally been described in ordinary pro-
gramming languages such as Lisp. This has caused serious
problems in portability and transparency. In our system,
they can be described simply in meta-conditional rewrite
rules.
Our system has a mechanism for adding and removing
rewrite rules. One application of this mechanism is a sim-
ulation of augmented term rewriting $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{S}[3]$ (abbrevi-
ated as ATRS). The major extension of augmented term
rewriting systems was to allow a limited form of binding
of a value to an atom. In ATRS, binding a value to an
atom is equivalent to introducing a new rewrite rule to
. The terms push( $m$ , empty) and push($n,$ push $(m$ ,
empty)) denote two states of a stack; How can one
specify that they denote the states of one stack before
and after the execution of the operation push$(n, -)$
?
Manipulation of an object is specified by replacing its
defining equation $ob=term$ by a new one $ob=$ term’,
which defines the new state of the object. Given a stack
of natural numbers, the stack-object $S1$ with initial state
push( $\mathrm{O}$ , empty) is specified by the following rewrite rule:
$S1=push$( $\mathrm{O}$, empty)
When application of the operation push$(2, S1)$ yields, it
replaces the rewrite rule by a new rewrite rule:
$S1=push$( $2,$ $push(\mathrm{O}$ , empty))
This framework can simply be implemented by using the
mechanism for adding and removing rewrite rules.
5 Efflcient Implementation
To develop efficient implementation we have introduced
the delayed evaluation mechanism into our system.
Meta-transformation transforms meta-level objects of
terms, context and program into the corresponding $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}s$e-
level objects. The bigger the meta-level objects are, the
longer time the transformation takes. Moreover, even after
the meta-transformation has been performed, the trans-
formation could be found useless, if the transformed data
were not accessed at all. To avoid such useless transfor-
mation, we have implemented our system such that when
meta-transformation is invoked, meta-level objects will
not be transformed into base-level objects immediately.
It is only when those meta-level objects are actually ac-
cessed that they are partially transformed into base-level
objects according to the necessity.
The following executable examples illustrate the delayed
evaluation mechanism in our system. Let $>$ be the Lisp
prompt and each command be performed sequentially.
The function term is used to build terms. Let us build
a term $\mathrm{f}[\mathrm{a},\mathrm{b}]$ first.
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The function root, args is used to get the function symbol





cessed. However, observing the values of the variable $\mathrm{z}$
before and after the evaluation of (head z), we see that
the term $\{\mathrm{f}[\mathrm{a},\mathrm{b}]\}$ produced with the delayed evaluation
has changed its form after it was accessed. These exam-
ples make it clear that when a part of the meta-level ob-
ject, say $\mathrm{f}$ in our case, is accessed, it is partially trans-
formed into a base-level object. But the argument (a b),
which has not been accessed yet, is not transformed into
meta-representation. Thus meta-level objects are partially
transformed into meta-representation according to the ne-
cessity.
Note that (a b) is a Lisp object. A term is trans-
formed into the corresponding meta-representation using
the function term-wedge. If the delayed evaluation mech-
anism was not introduced, we would have the following
result:
$>$ (setf $\mathrm{y}$ (term-wedge $\mathrm{x})$ )
( $\mathrm{f}$ a b)
$>\mathrm{y}$
( $\mathrm{f}$ a b)
Note that a term ($\mathrm{f}$ a b) is equivalent to a term
cons [$\mathrm{f}$ , cons $[\mathrm{a}$ , cons $[\mathrm{b}$ ,nil]]]. On the other hand, un-
der the delayed evaluation mechanism, we have:




The term enclosed by the parentheses $\{$ , $\}$ is a delayed
term which encapsulates the untransformed meta-level
form. Now suppose we would like to get $\mathrm{f}$ , the meta-
representation of the head function symbol of $\mathrm{f}[\mathrm{a},\mathrm{b}]$ .
This is achieved by applying the function head to the
meta-representation of $\mathrm{f}[\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{b}]$ .
$>\mathrm{y}$











Of course, a term ( $\mathrm{f}$ a b) produced without the de-
layed evaluation never changes its form when it is ac-
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a framework of con-
ditional term rewriting systems equipped with meta-
computation supported by two transformation primitives
called meta-transformation and base-transformation. We
have discussed its syntax, the operational semantics, ap-
plications and efficient implementation.
Further research topics include the development of more
powerful meta-computation facilities and their efficient
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}!.\mathrm{e}$mentation.
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